Doctor reverses stance on abortion

by Owen Gallagher

"As much as any one person, I was responsible for uncaging the abortion monster in the United States," said Dr. Bernard Nathanson, organizer of the world's largest abortion clinic in New York.

Nathanson, who performed 5,000 abortions and presided over or supervised another 70,000 between 1971 and 1972, came to Clayton Hall Friday night calling abortion an "ethically impermissible act of violence."

Nathanson, an obstetrician and a gynecologist, said his conversion to the anti-abortion cause has been a slow one, "born only of scientific observation and data." His views, he said, have nothing to do with religion.

"Abortion is not a medical (or religious) issue," he said. "It is a violent solution to a social problem ... which is inherently evil and should not have governmental approval.

Despite the claims of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, he said, the fetus does feel pain during an abortion.

Nathanson described a recently completed taping of ultrasound imaging which he said shows the fetus in such a position that it cannot escape the abortion procedure.

"There is no question, now, in scientific circles ... that life begins at conception," he told the overflow audience of about 550 at the meeting sponsored by 12 anti-abortion organizations.

The scientific evidence, Nathanson said, comes from the modern technology made available over the last ten years by fetology, the study of the developing fetus. The technology has enabled him to look into the womb "cheek by jowl with the unborn child."

His experience in fetology, Nathanson said, beginning in 1974, convinced him the fetus is a living human being and destroying it means the cessation of a human life.

"Mother Nature couldn't stop us," said Trevan Houser, a brother at Phi Kappa Tau. "We spent two hours shoveling the course on Friday."

Long sleeve race shirts were given to the first 750 participants and 1st place finisher Steve EACHUS in the homestretch of the Second Annual 5-kilometer Run for Bruce Saturday morning. Wyatt won the Phi Kappa Tau-sponsored event in 14:36.
Charles Dickens brought to life on stage

Emlyn Williams, a distinguished actor of both stage and film, will perform in Bacchus on Thursday, March 15 at 8:15 p.m. portraying Charles Dickens. Williams will perform, as Dickens did over 100 years ago, solo scenes from "A Tale of Two Cities," "The Pickwick Papers," and other works by Dickens. In addition to performing the Dickens show for over 30 years, Williams is an accomplished playwright, author and novelist. His works include, "The Corn is Green," "Beyond Belief," and "Headlong." His acting credits include starring in stage productions of "Monsterrat," and "A Man for All Seasons."

New law curbs drunk driving offenders

Delaware Police will be making more arrests and assigning stiffer penalties and jail terms to drunk drivers in an effort to reduce the number of alcohol related accidents. Stiffer penalties include: loss of driver's license, mandatory rehabilitation program, and a jail term for repeat offenders.

Since the tougher laws have been enacted, Police Lt. Andrew Stayton said that only 20.1 percent of all injurious accidents were alcohol related, down 25.8 from the previous year. Police are not the only group curbing alcohol abuse in the state. The alcohol Beverage Control Commission enacted a new rule last week prohibiting bars from selling unlimited drinks at a fixed price.

Project set to clean up chemical landfill

The Environmental Protection Agency announced that a $650,000 project is underway to remove 250 barrels containing hazardous chemicals from the former Delaware Sand and Gravel Co. landfill near New Castle. The landfill, which is listed as one of the worst in the nation, was closed in 1976 after its owner and the state had a dispute over whether it was being run correctly.

The project will last four to five weeks and is being financed by a Superfund set up by the EPA.

Voices

Dr. Bernard Nathanson, organizer of the world's largest abortion clinic in New York:

"Abortion is not a medical (or religious) issue. It is a violent solution to a social problem... which is inherently evil and should not have governmental approval."

Seen on a bumper sticker on a car parked in Hullihen Circle parking lot:

"Arms are for hugging."

Dean Lomis, university International Student and Scholar Advisor, on putting a greater emphasis on foreign languages in education:

"In the international world in which we live, not having a second language is going to hurt you, the student, and our country as well."

Biblical Creationism and Scientific Creationism

Dr. John Moore
Professor Emeritus of Natural Science - Michigan State Univ.

Wednesday, March 14, 7:30 p.m., 100 Kirkbride Hall, U.D.

Sponsor: IVCF

STUDENT PROGRAM ASSOCIATION GENERAL MEETING

Wednesday, March 14

5:00 PM, Williamson Room, Student Center

Elections for officers will take place. All members are strongly encouraged to attend!

Something bugging you? Write the Review.
Expert views black history

Racism based on slavery myths

by Phaedra Ryder

It doesn’t matter if you’re black or white, everyone at some particular time has been a victim of cultural oppression,” said Dr. Carolyn Block, a professor at the University of Southern California at Berkeley, “but it was us in America, she said.

Social and psychological and physical adjustments on rehumanization experience.” Ball said, “to disown and feel uncomfortable with slavery was tremendously dehumanizing experience.”

The BSU’s annual lectures, in conjunction with different campus organizations, focus on the awareness of black existence in America, she said, Cheri Ball (GM) a former BSU member.

Cultural and educational stereotypes, Ball said, “and to recognize the myths they were built upon.

The process inflicted a number of psychological and physical degradation. People were persons of inferior intelligence.

Although many groups started out as slaves in this country, Block said, “only black slavery was institutionalized.

Not until the 1960’s did racism come into social and political vogue. “People began to disown and feel uncomfortable with some of their prior notions.”

Many early industries would not have survived without slavery in America, she said.

But the process inflicted a number of psychological and physical standards. It was easier for them to assimilate because of their skin color.

During the course of history, America has absorbed the cultures of these minorities. Block said, “it was easier for them to change your name and the next generation would not even know their heritage.”

It is more difficult for blacks, Block said, because they could never “blend in” physically.

Attitudes and beliefs about particular groups have been passed down from one generation to other groups.

Most people are not actively hostile towards other racial groups, Block said, but they are passively aggressive.

“They laugh at the jokes and go along with the status quo,” she said, “giving the hostile ones an audience.”

Block, a member of the American Psychologists’ Association and 1981 chairperson of the Bay Area Association of Black Psychologists, presented testimony in 1973 before the Federal Communication Commission on the effects of television on black children.

Block, a clinical psychologist, said it is normal and natural for people to prefer associating with others like themselves.

But what is not normal, she said, is the “avoidance and heavy projection of negative or values towards people not like you.”

Students with valid dinner meal contracts receive a $3.00 credit toward cost of entree.
LAST CHANCE FOR SENIORS!

The final SENIOR PORTRAITS for the Class of 1984 will be taken during the week of March 12th.

- Appointment times still remain
- Sign-up now outside Room 200 in the Student Center or Call 451-2628 to schedule an appointment.

The national press, he said, has a "shameless, pro-abortion bias."

In 1969, Nathanson co-founded what is now the National Abortion Rights Action League and was influential in the 1973 U.S. Supreme Court ruling which legalized abortion.

"There is no question, now, in scientific circles that life begins at conception!"

During his years of "stumping" the country for the pro-abortion cause, he said, he coined such buzzwords as "pro-choice" and "a woman's control of her own body."

Since changing his mind in the mid-1970s, Nathanson now spends much of his time speaking in public against abortion.

This, he said, helps make up for the burden of remorse he feels for the 75,000 abortions with which he was once associated.

As a part of his efforts to unify the many different anti-abortion groups Nathanson has published two books on the abortion issue, "Aborting America" in 1979 and "The Abortion Papers" last year.

The first book is a neutral, dispassionate study of the opposing arguments on abortion, he said. Because the book was ineffective in slowing the abortion "holocaust," he said, his latest book is a more "passionate, involved work."

In the four years between the books, Nathanson said, there have been six million abortions.

"With my Jewish heritage," he said, "that figure, six million, has a profoundly sobering effect."

"There is no question that unplanned pregnancy is a wrenching social problem," Nathanson said, "... but I also believe... we can figure out some more humane solution than surgical holocaust."
The image contains a page of text from a newspaper or magazine, with various articles, notices, and advertisements. The text is a mixture of headlines, short articles, and notices, with some content related to events, meetings, and discussions. The text is not coherent and appears to be a compilation of unrelated pieces of information. The page includes sections on concerts, lectures, meetings, theatre, exhibits, and some advertisements for events and products. There is also a section on unemployment rate down, a note on Senate rejects aid proposal, and a mention of defense Secretary Casper Weinberger. The page seems to be a part of a larger publication, possibly a student newspaper, with various sections and topics. The text is not clearly structured, making it challenging to extract coherent information from it.
De-M D Delaware Wednesday

"The death of democracy is not likely to be an assassination from ambush. It will be a slow extinction from apathy, indifference, and undernourishment."

Robert Maynard Hutchins

1954

Today is "Super Tuesday" for the five remaining Democratic presidential hopefuls. There will be primaries or caucuses held in nine states with a total of 505 delegates up for grabs. What happens today will make or break candidates.

Tomorrow is Delaware Wednesday. After being bombarded with results and analyses from today's activities, Delaware will hold a their key caucuses, in four different locations across the state, to divide 14 delegates.

There are 122,980 registered Democrats in the state. While students may make but a small part of this voting population, they can, nonetheless, be a significant factor in what is shaping up to be a close race between Hart and Mondale.

The average voting age in the country is getting younger. One in five voters is under 25. Meanwhile, in 1980, only 56.1 percent of the voting age population turned out to vote. Of 56.1 percent, over 35 percent were under 25.

In caucuses and primaries that have already been held, there has been surprisingly small voter turnouts. However, all indications point to an increase in the under 25 turnout.

Most analysts attribute this to Gary Hart's appeal to the children of the "baby boom. Whatever the reason, it is encouraging to see the young of this country take a more active role in political decisions.

It is becoming increasingly clear that the decisions of today have significant effects on the future. Thus, every member of this university community, no matter what party affiliation, should recognize their obligation to become informed and engaged citizens. It is the young of this country who have significant effects on the future. Thus, every member of this university community, no matter what party affiliation, should recognize their obligation to become informed and engaged citizens.

The Review encourages all students who are registered Democrats in this state to participate in the caucuses.

letters welcome

The Review welcomes and encourages letters from students, faculty, administration and community. All letters should be typed on a double-space line, double spaced, and limited to 200 words. Student letters should be signed with classification and year of expected graduation. Address letters to: The Review, B-1 Students Center. The Review reserves the right to edit letters as necessary for space.

M. Daniel Suvyn

To Fill A Void

It is easy for whites, after reading the column entiled "Wanted: A Myth-Smasher," to sit back, nod their heads, and say, "Well, that's just what I thought. Blacks bring all their problems upon themselves."

But it is the former Black Student Union President Al Holden who has said, "To blame the victims for the crime."

Both whites and blacks have attitude problems on the causes of such racial tensions. The most dangerous attitude is apathy.

There is, however, a group of around 30 students from various backgrounds who have decided to take action and not merely give lip service to the problem.

They call themselves the Campus Coalition for Human Rights. Tomorrow the Student Activities Office and the Delaware Undergraduate Student Congress is expected to certify them as an official student group. They have already scored one victory with the administration's acceptance of one part of the proposal -- the establishment of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Humanities Hall.

Their most interesting and revolutionary idea is the establishment of a mandatory freshman seminar on interracial relations in the United States. The seminar would address, among others, black, Hispanic, and women's issues. The goal would be "to take an immediate step toward integration of multicultural material into the curriculum."

They brought their idea to the attention of University President E.A. Trabant, who called a meeting of college deans and faculty leaders to discuss the possibility of such a course. According to both Faculty Senate President David Smith and coalition member Mike Beer, there was not a lot of support for the proposal. The technical and logistical problems of staffing and teaching a seminar for 3,000 freshmen received more attention than the central issue -- is such a course needed at this university?

The answer to that question should be an obvious one. Said Smith: "Not only is it needed, it is essential."

Coalition member Amy Tetlow pointed out that there are currently courses available in black and women's studies, but for the most part they are offered as electives and not as group requirement fulfillers. As a result it takes an enormous effort for many students to fit these courses into their schedules.

At present, there are only five black studies courses that can be used as group requirements. There are no black literature courses or black arts courses that fall under this classification. The black history courses that do only cover material up until 1877.

But those students who do make the time to take these courses are not those with whom the coalition is concerned. Although there will always be those who choose not to learn, establishing a mandatory freshman seminar will reach those who may not otherwise take the time to investigate the varied cultural disparities that make up this country.

At the same time, it will serve as reinforcement and promotion of the university's desire for cultural understanding.

If out of 5,000 freshmen, 300 people come to a better understanding of the world around them, then the program is a success.

Within the next two weeks, the coalition plans to take this proposal to student groups and faculty leaders to discuss the possibility of such a course. According to both Faculty Senate President David Smith and coalition member Mike Beer, there was not a lot of support for the proposal. The technical and logistical problems of staffing and teaching a seminar for 3,000 freshmen received more attention than the central issue -- is such a course needed at this university?

The answer to that question should be an obvious one. Said Smith: "Not only is it needed, it is essential."

Coalition member Amy Tetlow pointed out that there are currently courses available in black and women's studies, but for the most part they are offered as electives and not as
Growing Up Transcendental Travel

Laura Likely

My neighbor's body has begun to give up the fight after being endlessly assaulted with Old Milwaukee and 7-11 microwave food, her immune system has staged a rebellion. It is demanding proper maintenance, insisting that it will plague her with dreaded diseases, nasty things like conjunctivitis and allergies if she continues her slothful habits.

I'm having trouble with my body too, but it is trouble altogether different than that of an immune system strike. It has to do with a specialized region located somewhere above the shoulders and below infinity. It's my head. My mind has decided her immortality, a vacation to Key West, a good two weeks before it is scheduled to depart.

Spring break is still one row down to the left on March's calendar page, but my mind has decided to break even earlier Winnebago and cruise down I-95, intent on getting a good tan before the rest of my anatomy arrives. I, of course, jealous that my mind has gotten an early start, but not longing to be rocking it with in the Gulf of Mexico, I find its vacationing highly distracting. Knowing someone has already decided to spread out the beach towel and slap on some SPF 30 makes it difficult for me to tolerate ten more days of lectures, marketing quizzes and Newark monsoons.

Yesterday was a case in point. While deciding between writing some stimulating cover letters and reading yet another chapter of our anatomy book, I turned to the calendar, my brain flashed the letters M-A-R-G-A-R-I-T-A in neon on the inside of my eyelids. The Walkman's window was turning into scrunched mucous, but my mind was a. 'drunken a. ratata while watching the Konmiso set in a splash of gaudy colors.

Next my mind was on the beach, and the sand heated beneath my feet. If I blinked my eyes about black, my mind was turning into scrunched mucous, but my brain was quizzing a. 'drunken a. ratata while watching the Konmiso set in a splash of gaudy colors.

The Walkman's window was turning into scrunched mucous, but my mind was turning into scrunched mucous, but my brain was quizzing a. 'drunken a. ratata while watching the Konmiso set in a splash of gaudy colors.

The Walkman's window was turning into scrunched mucous, but my mind was turning into scrunched mucous, but my brain was quizzing a. 'drunken a. ratata while watching the Konmiso set in a splash of gaudy colors.

May I Smash Your Myths?

Dorita Forehand

indeed, M. Daniel Suwyn's article "Wanted: A Myth Smasher," to use his words, was "a telling circumstance." As the article points out, mental segregation (a salient example of this is the BSU's "self imposed segregation.") Such "segregation" is not "apparent" to everyone, nor is it a written or covert policy of the BSU. Let me be the first to invite M. Daniel Suwyn to the next Black Student Union meeting; I hope he chooses to come, especially so that black students can not accuse him of "self-imposed segregation.

Putting questions of segregation aside, the BSU is legitimately and understandably (for anyone with even a little bit of racial consciousness and awareness) one of the bases for this whole-dominanted institution where black students can comfortably address those issues of relevance to them. As the BSU, I, too, have attended numerous Black Student Union meetings and I do not remember one meeting at which all the talk was about how bad that black student council has been. Those meetings will not yield documentation of a meeting that was spent talking about "What are the black whities." Black students have much more important and academically relevant issues to discuss.

In addition to basing his argument on inaccurate facts, Suwyn's alleged source of information is suspect. First of all, it is hard to believe that an unblased and diligent search would not have produced a number of BSU members to speak with. Instead, he uses only one source and that is a freshman. At each BSU meeting this year, there have been at least twenty (20) students, the majority (75%) of whom were upperclassmen.

Furthermore, if the REVIEW could "not even get former BSU President Albert Holden to talk about it," why not ask him in the February 28th issue? In addition, your assumption that a "black student leader" would "emerge to represent black interest or offer the black perspective" is naive, if not stereotypically racial. First it implies that there exists a black perspective (There are, of course, many issues that are of importance and relevance to black students and many perspectives from which to address them.) Secondly, it implies that "one" black can and should speak for all blacks.

Suwyn asserts that the university and administration have begun to make significant effort to tackle its character problem without the enthusiastic aid of the black campus community. This is his personal charge. Clearly, though, it is invisible to Suwyn, black students on this campus have always and been continue to be engaged in a wide range of anti-segregation activities and facilitated many programs which have served to enlightened the campus community about black culture. (Examples include: Luther King Jr. Symposium, Black Women's Emphasis Celebration, Ebony and Ivory Dance...). Suwyn's article suggests that the administration is not doing anything, but that is not the case. (Examples include: DUSC, Retreat Board, Visiting Scholars Committee,Suwyn's article suggests that the administration is not doing anything, but that is not the case. (Examples include: DUSC, Retreat Board, Visiting Scholars Committee, Faculty, Students, and Administrators. The interpretation led me to the conclusion that the Senate would not serve the purpose of the reporter from The Review. The absence of the reporter from The Review.

My decision to exclude a News-Union reporter from the March 5 Senate meeting has attracted a great deal of attention, with the unfortunate consequence of at least temporarily diverting attention away from the actual central topic then-discussion proposal. Ron Langsam's article in The Review on March 8 was an accurate and complete account of the events of Monday's Senate meeting. The editorial page in that same issue contained two other features on this subject: an editorial and a faculty letter from Professor James Magee. It is these last two items which may continue the expanded discussion of the reasons for my action.

There are three independent factors which combined to lead me to the conclusion that the Senate would not serve the purpose of the reporter from The Review. The absence of the reporter from The Review.

Defendable Position

David Smith

disagrees with my decision, which The Review is certainly free to do. However I find some problems in their analysis. The claim that the Senate would be "left unattended" is a red herring. No policy, no action, and decisions will be withheld from anyone. What might be avoided is the direct quoting of individual Senators (specifically faculty) during the debate. I must remind The Review and anyone else who cares that the faculty who serve as Senators do so as volunteers for the purpose of providing service to the University. Service and input from across the University. These people are not professional, and they are very unlikely to take any public positions, nor should they be required to do so.

Dr. Magee's letter lists points of constitutional law. an area of his scholarship and teaching. As a biologist I would be delighted to debate him on such points. However, I do find his letter disappoin- ting since he was somehow able to pretend that he didn't hear the reasons I presented at the March 5 meeting, which he attended, pronounc- ing my decision "defensible and edict". I am offended by the suggestion that I am less honorable even than southern segregationists of a generation ago who "had a reason, however despicable, for shutting of the black press." The reasons I have presented are definitely more "defensible" than by Dr. Magee or anyone else. However, it would be more consistent with scholarly traditions if the objections to my decision were to acknowledge the facts of the incident.

I believe my argument for excluding the News-Union is consistent and reasonable. However, I wish to emphasize that my decision was that of the Senate President, acting to interpret regulations and to represent the Senate as a whole. My decision would not make a ruling which directly opposes my own position is a consequence of what a ruling which opposes my own position is a consequence of what I see as my obligation as
The interdisciplinary honor society

PHI KAPPA PHI

announces

the third annual University of Delaware
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH ESSAY
COMPETITION

--one $500 PRIZE, plus possible PUBLICA-
TION of the prize-winning essay.
--open to undergraduates in all fields.
--research results must be reported in an
essay written for a general educated audi-
ence.
--submission deadline is April 30, 1984,
Award announced May 8, 1984.

For more INFORMATION, contact any
faculty in your field and Dr. Joan Bennett,
University Honors Program (Room 101 at
186 South College Ave.)

ADVERTISE IN THE REVIEW!!!
Conference stresses female leadership

by Beth Lorenz

Raised on pink frills and paper dolls, most girls may have missed out on the assertive training needed to be effective women leaders.

To provide women with the skills they need, the third annual conference on "Leadership Development for Women Students" was held Saturday in the Student Center.

"There is a real need for women to learn leadership skills," said Donna Tuites, "because more and more are obtaining leadership positions."

Coordinated by Tuites, program coordinator for the office of Women's Affairs, and a ten-student advisory committee, the program consisted of speeches, workshops and panel discussions.

Because "more opportunities for women, both on campus and in the job market are opening up, women with good leadership skills are in great demand," said Barbara Rexwinkel, associate director of Residence Life, in her opening speech to 30 women students.

Rexwinkel cited the Delaware Undergraduate Student Congress cabinet with a female majority as an example of "leadership and what it's like to be a woman leader today."

Because "there are no such things as innate leadership traits," women can become just as effective as men in leadership roles.

Men and women have different priorities in what is emphasized and what is valued in life, she said, and the organizations they work for feel these differences.

Although the leadership skills required for men and women are similar, Rexwinkel said, women, because they are usually in the minority, must assert themselves and their ideas more than men.

A morning workshop, led by Cynthia Leslie-Bole, a graduate communication student, focused on how women could sell their ideas as a group and be good communicators.

Women in authority should try not to be rigid with leadership traits such as confidence, assertiveness, and organization, Leslie-Bole said, but rather adapt themselves until they "find the situation that best suits their style."

Because "there are no such things as innate leadership traits," she said, with the right training and increased self-confidence women can become just as effective as men in leadership roles.

Although the "unconscious perceptual biases held towards women are hard to overcome," she said, if you blend self-confidence (a stereotypical male trait) with attentiveness (a stereotypical female trait), you can become respected as a female leader.

Another workshop, "The Tale Of O.2." led by Martha Boston, discussed solutions for the difficulties of being an O (woman) in a predominant-X (male) society.

"It is important for Os to be themselves," Boston said. "Don't act like Xs, because in the long run, you will get more respect."

"You are the group that is going to change things," she said, because everyday more male jobs are becoming available for women.

Female seniors, preparing for interviews for those available jobs, along with a few resident assistants and sorority leaders, attended the conference for similar reasons.

Students like Joan Rabe (AS 86), pledge educator of Alpha Chi Omega, hope to become more effective leaders and better communicators in their positions.

"I feel it is important to be an effective communicator," Rabe said, "and a responsible leader for a group of people."
THE BANK OF NEW YORK (DELAWARE) IS COMING TO NEWARK with over 140 full and part-time positions.

This prestigious New York Bank is moving its Retail Credit Card division to 110 White Clay Center in Newark. Beginning April 30th over 140 full and part-time positions will be available in the Customer Service, Collections, Security and Operations areas. Part-time hours can be built around your school schedule. All majors will be considered. No experience required.

The bank wants you to meet them in a special meeting in order to fully explain the job opportunities that will be available.

TIME: 7:00-8:30 P.M. Tuesday, March 13th
PLACE: 115 PURNELL

After a 45 minute presentation describing the Bank in general and the Credit Card division in detail, those students interested in being considered for a position will fill out an application and be pre-screened. In order to be considered it is essential that you attend this meeting.

THE BANK OF NEW YORK (DELAWARE) is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Go for It!
Prof studies ‘sensation seekers’
by Roy McGillis

People who enjoy participating in risky sports, feel the need for a variety of sexual partners or love to party a lot, may have high sensation seeking tendencies.

Dr. Marvin Zuckerman, a university psychology professor, has conducted research on sensation seekers since 1960 to determine what traits determine “high or low sensation seeking personalities,” which he defines as “the search for novel experiences which will provide high stimulation for the participant.”

Using a sensation seeking scale he has developed and refined over the years, Zuckerman has interviewed more than 10,000 people. One observation his research shows is the level of sensation seeking declines with age. “By the time you are 70 or 80 years old,” he said, “your sensation seeking level is down to zero.” His studies also indicate that high sensation seekers locked in boring jobs tend to abuse alcohol and drugs.

The scale Zuckerman developed uses four common traits to classify sensation seekers: thrill and adventure seeking, experience seeking, disinhibition and boredom susceptibility. “People who fall into the thrill and adventure group enjoy risky but socially acceptable activities,” he said, “like parasailing, diving, and racing your car at fast speeds. These actions create a fear for the individual which adds excitement to a routine activity. Thrill and adventure seekers, he added, are not masochists.

“Individuals who are experience seekers can’t seem to live the average life style that most of us are accustomed to,” Zuckerman said. They are stimulated by travel, music and art.

People in the disinhibition group seek stimulation through other people Zuckerman said. “These sensation seekers have a wide variety of sexual partners, and they are likely to be social drinkers, gamblers and experienced in drugs.

“Boredom susceptibility is not really a mode of sensation seeking,” Zuckerman said. This fourth category rates the tolerance people have when dealing with frequent non-stimulating activities. “There is nothing wrong with being bored,” he said. “Some people are very happy to sit and do nothing.”

Zuckerman, president-elect for the International Society of the Study of Individual Differences, has dealt with many unusual “high sensation seekers” who have volunteered for his experiments. “One day a young man emerged after spending eight hours in an isolation room and complained that he had not had any hallucinations,” Zuckerman said. “He had heard that sensory deprivation was a new kind of ‘trip.’”

Zuckerman’s primary interest for the past ten years has been the “biological bases” of personality traits. “It is important to understand why people behave the way they do at all levels,” he said. “Everyone is unique, and too often people ignore individual differences.”

Good eating tips highlight National Nutrition Month
by Kim Mitchell

A jeans-clad blonde, tray in hand, ponders the array of steaming entrees at the dining hall counter while a crowd of students grin grimly behind her.

“The roast beef looks pretty good,” she observes.

“But 312 calories!” says her friend, a dark-haired girl in sweats and pony-tails, wounding horror-stricken. “I never realized!”

“Maybe I’ll have the macaroni,” the first replies, taking a plate. “Only 200 calories.”

Welcome to National Nutrition Month, a nationwide campaign to make people more aware of good health and nutrition,” said Jeanette Collins, university systems dietician for Food Service.

Collins is responsible not only for the calorie counts, but also for the posters and “table tents” that have recently appeared in the dining halls.

The tents, changed twice weekly, “emphasize the seven guidelines of good nutrition,” said Collins, coordinator of Delaware’s program.

The first set of tents advised students to limit sugar intake, and listed foods, such as fruit, which can be substituted for sugary snacks.

Another set warned about the dangers of excessive sodium intake and provided a short quiz on the amount of sodium in different foods.

“Do you realize that there are 384 milligrams of sodium hiding in that corn you’re eating?” the dark-haired girl demands of her friend.

Other guidelines include eating a variety of foods, maintaining ideal body weight, increasing consumption of fiber and complex carbohydrates (such as potatoes and whole grain breads) and decreasing consumption of fat

(Continued to page 16)
Advice For The Lovelorn

Love and sex. For my first article in this new weekly (Tuesdays) feature in the Review, I’m choosing a topic that will get everyone’s attention. I’m reporting on personal “free love” experiments with members of the opposite sex. What follows is some free advice that you would pay at least $19.95 for at your bookstore. When someone says “No” to the natural expression of sex, try these.

Ten Reasons to Say Yes

1. There are no consequences physically.
2. There are no consequences emotionally.
3. Practice now will make you a better marriage partner later.
4. No one experiences guilt later. If you do, read some psychology or sociology—real guilt no longer exists.
5. Your parents will never find out nor will they ever love you later.
6. Your friend in probably lonely and needs to be needed. You can help.
7. To say “No” is very unluring. You may cause some to have a rejection complex.
8. Your friend says they love you (at least tonight). Love is a feeling that comes and goes. Don’t turn it into a commitment (tobacco) deal. This would limit each others freedom.
9. People will think you’re old fashioned. Word will get around about your strange standards if you don’t say “Yes.”
10. If you will fit right in and be accepted. You deserve to be happy right now. To swim against the current is too hard.

The Gadfly

(Gadfly-noun: A tiny creature who’s irritating bite provokes great consternation)

ST. PATRICKS DAY SALE
NATIONAL 5 & 0

66 E. MAIN ST., NEWARK, DE., • Open Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., 9-6; Fri. 9-9; Sat. 9-5:30
“For Variety and Value”

- We Accept VISA
- Mastercard
- WSFS
- Checks

100 PAGE PHOTO ALBUMS
• Magnetic Self Adhesive
• Loose Leaf 3-Ring binder
• Reg. 11.99
• $7.17

PAPER MATE FLAIR PENS
• Red - Blue - Black
• Pkg. of 2 Pens
• $67c

LADIES SPORT SOCKS
• Slight Irs
• $75c Pair

SUNGLASSES 1984 STYLES
• Mighty Match
• No. 119 ½ “X800”
• 2 for $67c

COLORED PENCILS
• Many titles to choose from
• 3 for $97c

PICTURE FRAMES
• Clear view box type
• 4x6 97c
• 5x7 1.19
• 8x10 1.97
• 11x14 2.97

NOW FOR SPRING
• Special assortment
• Ladies Shorts
• Ladies Tops
• $67c

LADIES COTTON/RAYON
• Briefs and Bikinis
• Sizes 5-6-7
• Reg. 99c
• $67c

CURITY
• Super Soft Puffs
• 2 Bag 280s
• $1.47

MAYBE MIST MOISTURE
• WHIP with FREE LIPSTICK
• 5.75 Value
• $2.19

DELAWARE
• Sweatshirts
• Glass Mugs
• T-Shirts
• Ceramic Mugs
• Football Jerseys
• Ash Trays
• Baseball Styles
• Key Chains

Check our prices

SCOTCH TAPE
• No. 119 ½ “X800”
• 2 for $67c

LADIES Warm Up Suits
• 20.00 Value
• Perfect quality
• $13.77

MELLO SMELLOS
• Scratch and Smell Stickers
• Many, many scents
• Reg. 89¢ pkg.
• 3 pkgs. 97¢

CURITY
• Pottery
• 2 Bag 280s
• $1.47

PRIMROSE
• POTTED FLOWERS
• In bloom
• $97c

LADIES FLASH DANCE TOPS
• Red - Blue - Fuschia
• Grey - Black - White
• Perfect quality
• $3.77

MENS Tube Socks
• Slight Irs
• Terrific value
• 77c pair
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Kids view T.V. positively

by Jennifer Fenton

When children sit two feet from the televi-
sion on Saturday morning munching Frosted
Flakes and milk, they are doing more than
spilling cereal on the floor.

"Children aren't passive viewers of televi-
sion," said Dr. Navita James, a commu-
nication professor at the University of
Southern Florida. "They are actively involved
in interpreting and evaluating what they see.

In a lecture Wednesday in Kirkbridge Hall,
Alexander and three other professors spoke
on the positive effects of television on
children.

"Children take the content of television and
use it to embellish old traditional games," said
Dr. Navita James, a communication pro-
pressor at the University of Southern Florida.

"Television isn't changing the play culture
of kids," she said. "It's still the good guys ver-
ses the bad guys.

Television content used in children's play
initiates the imagination and creativity of the
child, James said. "Kids who are more im-
aginative in their play may one day grow up to
be broad thinkers.

"They are very creative in how they use
what they see on television," James said.
"Parents ought to take advantage of this to
increase the imagination of their children."

Alexander's research analyzed habits of
children's viewing with other family
members. "Children learn more when they
watch with parents or adults," she said,

"because they can ask questions about what
they are seeing.

"Since children are too young to understand
the visual and special effects of television," Alexander said, "parents must be available
to explain these things to the bewildered child.

This type of interaction increases the child's
understanding of the world around him, she
said, and it develops his interpretative skills.

"Children take the content of television
and use it to embellish old traditional
games.

Another area of Alexander's interests is
children's behavior while watching reruns of
the same program.

"Children love to watch the same cartoon or
show over and over," she said, "because they
begin to predict what is going to happen. It
gives them a chance to learn and be colorful." Parents ought to play a stronger part in
their child's viewing habits, said Dr. Dan
Slater, a university assistant communication
professor.

"They should co-view with children," he
said; "because shows need to be explained to
the child.

"Television is the window on the world," Slater said. "It must be viewed carefully
carefully because it can also be a misrepresenter of the
world."

Language study on the decline

by Libby Arnold

"Que pasa? Qu'est-qui se passe?"

If you have trouble understanding either of these
phrases, you may be part of an increasing number of
students prompting a recent study calling for greater
emphasis on foreign languages in education.

According to a report compiled by the National Ad-
visory Board on International Education (NABIE), for U.S.
Secretary of Education T.H. Bell, the education system in
the U.S. has fallen far behind other advanced industrial
countries concerning the teaching of foreign
languages.

Dr. Dean Lomis, university
International Student and
Scholar Advisor, agrees with the findings of the report and
thinks a language proficiency test should be a part of the SAT
examination taken prior to admittance to college.

"I think the problem is not so much how much language
students take in college, it is that they come from high
school with no background at all," Lomis said. "It should
be required to take four years in junior and high school, then
at least two more in college in order to get a bachelor's
degree."

He said students planning to major in any of the international
fields should be required to have a foreign language as a second
language.

Only majors in the College of Arts and Science are re-
quired to take four years in a foreign language, and Lomis
said the four semesters of study in a language at the university
will benefit only those who have been exposed to it before
college.

"To have the most pro-
fitable program, children
should begin a language
program in grade one."

The NABIE report revealed that in 1980, the number of
high school students enrolled in foreign language courses
was less than half of what it was in 1915. Lomis attributes this
to the lack of seriousness about taking a foreign
language in high school.

"To have the most pro-
fitable program, children
should begin a language pro-
gram in grade one," Lomis said. "Very young kids are so
eager to learn anything, and as you grow up with a
language, it becomes a part of you — second nature.

"In the international world in which we live," he said, 
"not having a second
language is going to hurt you,
the student, and our country
as well."

"Very young kids are so
eager to learn anything, and
as you grow up with a
language, it becomes a part of you — second nature."

The NABIE report revealed that in 1980, the number of
high school students enrolled in foreign language courses
was less than half of what it was in 1915. Lomis attributes this
to the lack of seriousness about taking a foreign
language in high school.

"To have the most pro-
fitable program, children
should begin a language pro-
gram in grade one," Lomis said. "Very young kids are so
eager to learn anything, and as you grow up with a
language, it becomes a part of you — second nature.

"In the international world in which we live," he said, 
"not having a second
language is going to hurt you,
the student, and our country
as well."

19 recommendations for the

foreign language education
system. Among these are:

• Colleges and universities
should require demonstrated
proficiency in a foreign
language for both admission
and graduation.

• A national fund for inter-
national education should be
created.

• All teachers of foreign
languages and of history,
geography and cultures of
foreign countries should
upgrade their skills by
teaching and studying abroad.
THE FIELD EXPERIENCE
INFORMATIONAL MEETING

Tomorrow!
Wednesday, March 14, 3:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Ewing Room, Student Center

— All Students Welcome —

CRAFT DEPT.
- Stenciling
- Candlewicking
- Frames & Mats
- Candle-Making
- Miniatures
- Clock Works

M-F 10-9
SAT. 10-6
SUN. 12-5

ART DEPT.
- Calligraphy
- Gils, Acrylics
- Watercolors
- Drawing
- Wood Carving
- Jigsaw Puzzles

731-8784

MODEL DEPT.
- Radio Control
- Railroading
- Plastic & Wood
- Rocketry
- Toys & Paints
- Philately

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Wednesday, March 14
Ewing Room, Student Center

Safe Driving and Clever Thinking Can Earn You Thousands!

Here’s a contest where everyone who enters wins! STROH’S ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK ROAD TRIP** is open to all registered students and it’s FREE. To enter, simply mail us the form below.

For starters, we will send you complete contest information, safe driving tips from automotive safety experts, a free ticket to two of our exclusive spring break premiers from Universal Pictures of “Hard To Hold” starring Rick Springfield. And to get your trip off on the right foot, you will also receive a certificate good for a Free Oil Change, Lube and Car Safety Inspection from Goodyear! Drive smart, have your car in the best possible condition before a long trip.

The next step is to complete five special contest challenges. Succeed and you automatically win Stroh’s Spring Break T-Shirt and Stroh’s Spring Break Survival Kit full of valuable samples and discount coupons. This prize will be awarded upon your arrival at Stroh’s Spring Break Welcome Center in Daytona Beach. 500 lucky winners each week will also receive a record album by artists like Ann Ray, The Flick, Night Ranger, Real Life, Chameleons U.K., Tony Carey and Joe Ely from MCA Records and S.A.R. Records.

Now, just when you’re thinking that this might be the best deal you’ve ever heard of, here’s the clincher. When you receive your Survival Kit we’ll also give you a copy of our spring break Mystery Postcard. Be the first ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK ROADTRIPPER of the week to solve the mystery and we’ll hand you 50,000.00.

ENTRY FORM

Yes, I would like to enter Stroh’s ULTIMATE SPRING BREAK ROAD TRIP**. Please mail me my Entry Kit.

Name __________________________
Address __________________________
School __________________________

Mail this form to: Stroh’s Spring Break Road Trip
255 West 50th Street
Suite 330
Philadelphia, Pa 19107

Goodyear

** No purchase necessary. You must first call for an appointment. Offer includes up to 3 quarts of regular grade motor oil and labor. Does not include the replacement of oil filter. Offer only available at participating outlets. This Goodyear offer expires March 31, 1984.

Attention Students: Traveling by bus. You are welcome to enter.

BIRDMAN—GET OFF THE COUCH!
Spare serpent
is students’...

by Don Tipton

While it is true that Athena has a tall, skinny, kinky body, she is not exactly the kind of girl that you would bring home to mother. When she stretches, she is 7 feet, 6 inches tall. She likes to eat rats twice a month. Not to mention that she is constantly sticking out her dark purple tongue.

But Athena doesn’t care what mom thinks about her. To Phil’s Baptist pythons, she is beautiful.

Athena became the ward of John Slade (85) and Jack Phelan (85) in September. The four-year-old resides in Phelan’s Papermill apartment; Slade lives across the hall.

Snakes seem to be the only kind of pet that the two juniors considered. “People think you are different because you have a snake,” said Phelan. “They think you’re strange. I don’t know why. I think a snake is an all-American pet to have.”

Before Athena, Phelan and Slade had another Burmese python, but it was only a little over 3 feet long.

That python disappeared frequently. “One time, the snake was loose in the room,” Phelan said. “It must have slipped down the vent, because it crawled out from under some girl’s bed. After that, we had to sell it.”

Six months ago, Athena was the solution to their problems. They still wanted a python and Athena was too big to disappear. As far as Phelan and Slade were concerned, it was a perfect match.

Slade said he can’t understand why people don’t like snakes. “I think they made the ideal pet,” he said. “They keep parents away. They don’t smell up your room. They don’t bark, and they don’t cost an arm and a leg to feed.”

Athena maintains her sleek figure by eating two rats a month. Occasionally, Phelan and Slade create what they like to call “The Arena.” Friends gather around a pen made with upended tables. Athena waits inside, impervious to the onlookers.

A white rat is dropped into the pen and the usually docile python sniffs the air. In a blur, Athena coils around the rodent until it lies strangled on the carpet. The snake then dislocates her jaw and swallows the rat whole.

“People say, ‘No way, I’m not watching that,’” Phelan said, “but they always do. It’s really amazing.”

Slade added that at parties people lose their inhibitions about snakes. “Girls who were afraid of Athena started to carry her around. It’s really kind of relaxing to hold her.”

Craving warmth, Athena likes to wrap her body around someone and slither about, investigating with her tongue. A wave of muscles on her underside push her along.

Athena’s white belly is drab compared to the color scheme adorning most of her length. Splotched with greens and browns, she looks like the product of some master army camouflage painter.

But Athena’s days with her present owners are numbered. Slade is going away for the summer and can’t take her with him. Phelan’s mother refuses to be in the same room with the python, let alone the same house. So, Phelan and Slade are reluctantly selling her.

If you want a girlfriend who can give great backrubs and cure mouse problems, invest $125 in this goddess. She’ll be all wrapped up with you.
Probing everyday problems

‘Hold Me!’ celebrates the mundane

by Elizabeth Gray

Imagine listening to a man tell his little boy that he’s just not working out as a child.

“I’ve wasted five years of my life acting like a parent,” the man says. He then gives the little boy a check for $10,000, a one-way plane ticket to Miami, and a bit of fatherly wisdom—advising him to avoid major commitments.

The University Theatre’s presentation of Jules Feiffer’s play “Hold Me!” shows what happens to people when they let their problems overrun their lives. Through a series of skits, the actors display “normal, everyday” emotions like paranoia, severe depression, obsessive behavior, and a variety of neurotic tendencies.

“Hold Me!” is a comedy with feelings. It lets the audience laugh at it on the surface, while allowing them to think about the play’s deeper meaning. The play also make statements about how people tend to over-emphasize physical appearance, over-analyze relationships and under-play their true feelings.

‘Hold Me!’ is written so that each actor portrays many different characters in various situations. For the most part, the actors handle the role-changing successfully. Due to the writing, however, some of the scenes and characters are not nearly as funny as others.

Two of the best overall performances are given by Harry Goodrick and Jonathan Gorbach. Goodrick appears in a majority of the plays’ funniest scenes. His timing and delivery are flawless, and his expressions and gestures are hilarious.

Gorbach, although his characters never seem to be as weird as the other cast members, is the one who delivers the majority of lines about the play’s deeper meaning. He has an appealing style and casual manner that makes the audience listen closely.

The other actors, Ralph Conti, Roseann Esposito, and Dr. Marilyn Button, each have scenes in which their performances are excellent. Conti is at his best when he plays up his rather cute and endearing qualities. Esposito is better in scenes that allow her to use a lot of facial expression and physical gestures. Maerov, who portrays the most neurotic character in the play, has her best moments in scenes where she appears to be on the verge of a nervous collapse.

The final actor, Trina Tjerdal, retains the same character throughout the play. As the ever-so-serious “Dancer,” she dances to “celebrate the mundane” problems that plague the other characters.

“Hold Me!” is original in its concept, very humorous, and well executed by the University Theatre under the direction of Dr. Karen Hurley.

“Hold Me!” is playing at Mitchell Hall March 15-17 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are available at the box office.
announcements

S.O.S. personal & confidential Support Group for Vietnam Veterans. Our services are available 24 hrs., a day. We have the ability to listen and help you. If you need our assistance, call 455-3131.

Photographer - Lowest rates around. Wednesdays, including special events. Available 3:00-7:00 p.m. Call 455-6271.

ATTENTION ALL AREAS BEING SURFED UP BUT OUR PRICES AREN'T! 65% off all surfboards!!! PADDLED DAYS IN SUNNY FLORIDA. CALL FOR YOUR VOLIDAY'S. WE CALL YOU WHEN YOUR VOLIDAY'S COME. 305-208-5000, ASK FOR ANSTINITE.

$15; Editing
Fast, accurate, proofread for this Washer/dryer.

970. show - after 2p.m.
looking excellent condition.
For 9714.
Bicycle - Panasonic
AQUATIC

CALL TOBIAS AT QUEEN ME TO WHO
THAT'S YOU FOR Clubs, TOO . CALL FROM
men and women trained as volunteers to Call Dan
announcements PERSONAL.

FOR CLUBS, TOO . CALL

$975.

Bike Gates on a ring- 5 university keys plus

• Keys on a ring- 5 university keys plus

• Haircuts

• Perms

• Highlighting

• Braiding

• Hair Conditioning

• ScalpPs

• Facials

SCHOOL OF HAIR DESIGN

All Services Performed By Students in Their Internship Programs.

17 F. Main St., 2nd Floor
Newark, Del.

CLINIC HOURS

Haircuts

Mon. 10-3:30

Tues. 10-3:30

Wed. 10-3:30

R epairs

Mon. 10-3:30

Tues. 10-3:30

Wed. 10-3:30

Haircut & Shampoo

Sat. 9:00-3:30

Air Force ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

Classifieds

The Review Classified
B-1 Student Center
Newark, DE 19711

Classifieds
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Send your ad to us with payment. For first 30 words, $10.00 minimum for non-students. $1.50 for students with ID. Thin 8 1/2" for every word thereafter.

THE AIR FORCE HAS A LOT TO OFFER
IT ADDS UP TO OPPORTUNITY
Air Force ROTC is the first step toward your future. While you’re in college, AFROTC means leadership training, tuition assistance, and $100 a month in living expenses. After college, AFROTC can mean a commission as an Air Force officer with the pride, responsibility and experience that are parts of our great way of life. You’ll be on the fast track toward the goals you’ve set for yourself. Check out Air Force ROTC. Two-, three- and four-year scholarship programs are available in your area. For your nation and your future, find out more about Air Force ROTC. Contact:
FAIR FORCE ROTC DEPARTMENT
413 acaadey Street (451-2863)

say for fast high quality copies

kinko’s copies
Two Locations In Newark:
19A Haines Street 65 E Main Street
Hours:
M-F 8-6:30
Sat 10-5:00
Sun 12-5:00

IN A HURRY?

What are you doing Spring Break? Short of cash? Check out MYRTLE BEACH. For $10 (includes RR Tax - service charge) stay in the Landmark Resort Hotel on the beach. All rooms with Ocean View, 24 Golf courses, swim, sail, surf, kayak, shop (any other "s" word?) it’s not too good to be true. Check it out at the SKI CLUB office or call 384-7287.

Late, you’re so pretty! Yap and Neeny, get ready to say “Chao” to Deliveries! Only a week and a half until we’re hunkering in the sun! Did you know that the English Dept. has a lot more talent than you think? Copy in the best compromise for a bright, smart person next year and see for yourself! Signs You told, were you great! What are you going to do for next year’s show? Bert, Anne, Anne, Robin, Sharon and Talley-Dee! - You guys were super to work with. Get psyched for our new venture! Whatever that will be! Donna. Busy, Neeny, and Viap, Where’s the best way to get to Town Hall? Karen - Countdown begins! Only one week till you’re -- well. I’ll be merciful today!
HUNGER AWARENESS FILMS
Tuesday, March 13, 6-7 P.M., Stud. Ctr., Rodney Room
(Following World Hunger Dinner)
(in Kent Dining Hall, 4:30 P.M.)
— Become better informed on what is being done by World Vision.
— Learn about, and have an opportunity to contribute, to the current famine in East Africa.
Sponsors: Campus Crusade for Christ, Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, The Navigators

STRESS MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
What is stress and how to deal with it.
Speaker: Dr. John Lewis
Date: March 14th
Time: 12 - 1 P.M.
Place: Daugherty Hall Lounge
Sponsored By: Returning Adult Student Association

CLEVELAND SUB SHOP
231 EAST CLEVELAND AVENUE * NEWARK, DELAWARE
Take Out or Eat In
Call Ahead and Your Orders Will Be Ready
368-8480
Specializing In Subs, Steaks & Platters

"FREE! Fries with any purchase of any sub or steak sandwich."
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK — Mon. thru Thurs. 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Fri. and Sat. 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Offer expires 3/27

PAPER MILL APARTMENTS
New Ownership With Outstanding Mgmt. Co.
★ Separate Adult Buildings ★ Newly Renovated, Beautifully Redecorated Apartments & Pool, NEW CARPET — In Selected Units
Offering Superb 24 Hr.
Maintenance Service & Security
FREE...
Heat, Hot Water AN EXCITING EARLY BIRD SPECIAL FREE B & W TV FREE CABLE TV 1 BR, Deluxe 2 BR
Shuttle Bus Service from Univ. of Delaware - 24 Hour Emergency maintenance service — Beautiful Country Setting near the City.
Hrs: Daily 9:30-6, Sat. 10-5
DIR: North on Chapel Street from Main Street. Walking distance from campus.
731-9253

West Winds
The American Dream

Andy West

F towson, Md. — The timing could have been better.
Just a few hours after American University had been beaten by eventual East Coast Conference Champion Rider in the first round Thursday, the news was released. AU was history as far as the ECC was concerned.

The Eagles announced their plans to join the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference-Southern Division next year.

"Is that a fact?" asked Drexel Coach Eddie Bull, when it was announced in the tournament's third game. "I heard they did and they absolutely denied it yesterday."

Terry Cromwell, AU's sports information director, said they had planned to break the news on Friday morning but it had leaked out. So, Cromwell felt the Washington, D.C., papers should be told first and of having the Baltimore papers pick it up.

But still, the tournament was not the time or the place.

The rest of the conference took it as a slap in the face.

"That upsets me," said Delaware Coach Ron Rainey. "I thought the league was in a place where we were going to gain a little respectability.

"I know there's a Big East, an Atlantic 10, and

Skaters defend title
Sherry longs to beat 'Cats

by Andy Walter
To say Fill Sherry still longs to beat Villanova in hockey would be an understatement.

"I'd like to beat them tomorrow or next week," Sherry said of the Hens' opponent in the best of three Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Hockey Conference finals which begin tomorrow at 5 p.m. at the Havertown Skatium.

"If they moved out of our conference, I'd join their conference to beat them. If I could play for four more years, I'd want to beat them four more years."

It's that kind of intensity that has made Sherry one of the best players ever to skate for Delaware. In his four years with the team, he has been named MAC's rookie of the year, selected league MVP last year and this year became only the second player in Delaware history to score over 100 goals (103) in a career. Coach Pat Monaghan is the only Hen to score more with 190.

Ironically, Sherry has never led the team in scoring for a season when he does not get a great number of assists. But one thing he has always been able to do is put the puck in the net.

"He's got the quickest release," Monaghan said. "It's behind the goalie before they even know he's set it go."

With Sherry's scoring and leadership, the Hens have arrived from also-rans to conference champions. His first two years with the team, Delaware reached the finals only to lose to Villanova. But a new crop of young players last season helped change that.

"Last year was the turning point," Sherry said. "We lost the bad attitude. I was thinking (at the beginning of next season) that this was an opportunity to really put a whole new attitude together and not let these guys think anybody's going to beat us."

Delaware went on to a 23-4 season and a sweep of Villanova in the finals. This year's squad, which features only three seniors in Sherry, Jon Aunet and Drew Parvis is 20-5-1 and favored to win the title again.

But Sherry—never one to let up—still thinks the Hens have something to prove to Villanova.

"This year they've shown us that they can not lose with any type of dignity," Sherry said of the Wildcats. "I want to give them some practice at it."

...Brainstorms

(Continued from page 20)

"His performance was not disappointing at all," Billy said. "It just illustrated that he was an inexperienced sophomore in a big time program."

If DeWalt is to be prepared for this type of pressure next year he'll have to wrestle a better brand of competition throughout next season to prepare him for nationals.

"Now that I know what to do it gives me something to work for—I'd like to show them that a schmuck from Delaware can do something," said DeWalt who finished the season at third place.

"This year he was just a sophomore from little old Delaware," said Billy, "but now he has the NCAA experience under his belt. He'll know next year what to expect and I have no doubt he'll be there."
CR and Delcastle claim state titles

by John Avondillo

"CR is number one and don't you forget." This chant reverberated throughout the Delaware Fieldhouse late Saturday afternoon as players, coaches and fans from Caesar Rodney rejoiced in its state basketball championship victory over Claymont, 58-53. Many people did forget CR after a dismal 2-3 start of the season before running off 20 successive victories.

This game seemed destined to be another CR victory as they went up early and sustained the lead throughout most of the game. That was until with 6:15 left in the game, Claymont strung together eight consecutive points to go ahead for the first time by a score of 42-40. CR, surprisingly, did not call a timeout.

"Even when they went OT loss ends year" (Continued from page 20)

Senior Tompkins ended his steady career with a 15-point effort on eight of 14 shooting. Jones also scored 16 and tied with Pedersen and Fuller for fifth place on the all-time Delaware list with 1,161 points, which holds the most points in each.

The Hens took the lead at 18:33 of the half and led for the first 18:33 of the half. Mitchell's tip-in tied the game 62-66 with 1:27 left. Chamberlain's 20-footer swished through to knot the score at 62.

-Rebounds- Tompkins finished his career with 1,161 points, fifth place on the all-time Delaware list. Chamberlain played 969 minutes this season and 44 of 45 minutes vs. Drexel... The Dragons out rebounded Delaware 38-33... The Hens had 26 points, free throw line in the first half (two of eight)... both teams scored 32 points in each half... Pedersen and Fuller were a combined 11 of 14 from the field.

Why Pay More? Albums Only $5.99

UDXLII C90 and TDK SA-90 Blank Tapes Are Only 2.99

Grainery Station 100 Elkton Rd. Newark, DE 368-7738

RESUME PACKAGE Typed on our New Word Processor

1-Page Resume - Typed 50 - Resume Copies 50 - Second Sheets 50 - Matching Envelopes 25% Rag Bond Paper

$2000

See our coupon in the Green Pages of the Telephone Book

182 East Main Street • Newark, DE 19711 (302) 368-7717

B.J. Webster

Only Chamberlain, Angieliski, Peal, Tompkins, John Dove and Ralph Novak know what was said in that rape session, but it must have hit home.

Three days after the American debacle, Delaware pushed eventual East Coast Conference tournament champ Rider to the limit before falling 68-66.

The intensity carried over to the Drexel game. After leading almost the entire second half, the Hens let the game slip away, just like they had seven other times this year. No lack of discipline, no quit, no lack of determination—their talent just didn't carry them through. Chamberlain said before the year that the 1983-84 Hens would be easy. It was difficult to tell whether the Hens were terribly upset or slightly relieved after Thursday's 82-72 heart breaking overtime loss to Drexel at the East Coast Conference tourney.

In the locker room, most of the seniors were visibly upset—"it's not easy to take a uniform game.

-BJ

...Passing Thoughts

Exciting, But...

TOWSON, Md.—You had to have been there.

A team came together for one last attempt to escape obscurity. For Delaware's men's basketball team this has been a season of frustration and falling just short.

It was difficult to tell whether the Hens were excited, upset or slightly relieved after Thursday's 82-72 heartbreaking overtime loss to Drexel at the East Coast conference tourney.

In the locker room, most of the seniors were visibly upset—and it's not easy to take a uniform game. Chamberlain played 969 minutes this season and 44 of 45 minutes vs. Drexel... The Dragons out rebounded Delaware 38-33... The Hens had 26 points, free throw line in the first half (two of eight)... both teams scored 32 points in each half... Pedersen and Fuller were a combined 11 of 14 from the field.
Overtime defeat in ECC tourney ends bitter year

by B.J. Webster

TOWSON, Md.—As the final seconds ticked away in Delaware's season-ending 82-72 overtime loss to Drexel Thursday, the faces of the Delaware bench were pained by the realization that the Hens let another one slip away.

Drexel 82 OT Delaware 72

"You're talking seven, eight ball games like that this season," said Coach Ron Rainey. "That's the difference in our year.

The East Coast Conference tournament loss would be the last for six seniors, but once again Delaware had a chance to win.

Oscar Jones' two free throws with 14 seconds left in regulation gave the Hens a seemingly secure 64-62 lead. But Drexel's freshman guard Tom Pedersen (18 points) ducked under Tim Tompkins and threw in an off-balance 15-foot shot with just three seconds remaining to force overtime.

Pedersen's shot capped an 11-2 Drexel comeback in the last 5:55 of regulation after the Hens seemed in control.

"It was a good shot," said an obviously distraught Jon Chamberlain. "That's what he's out there for, he doesn't do much else."

Assistant Coach Kevin O'Neill put the game in better perspective by saying, "If Pedersen's shot doesn't go in, we win."

The Hens never led in the overtime period. But Tompkins' jumper pulled them to within two with 48 seconds left. The shot was the first in 17 minutes for Tompkins (16 points).

Drexel's man-to-man defense neutralized the six-foot-six sharpshooter, who scored 10 first-half points.

After Tracy Peal's deep baseline shot just missed, Brian Angielaski's fifth foul sent Pedersen to the foul line.

The Newark High grad sank both shots to put the Dragons up 76-72 with just one tick of the clock left.

Delaware would score no more. Four of the Hens' five starters fouled out in overtime.

The gallant effort against third-seeded Drexel came up just short, but Chamberlain and the Hens had nothing to be ashamed of.

"It was a great basketball game," said the emotional floor leader. "(There's) nothing to save yourself for—just go out there and play as hard as you can. When it's over, move on to something else."

(Continued to page 19)

Tournament Notes

Rider won the tournament and will advance to the NCAA's with a 72-71 win over top-seeded Bucknell... tournament MVP Kevin Thomas scored 31 points to lead the Broncos... Rider will play Richmond in the first round of the NCAA tournament and if it wins will meet Auburn in the East region... the All-ECC first team, announced at the tournament, is Jaye Andrews (Bucknell), Tony Buckett (Lafayette), Fred Lee (Rider), Doug Mills (Hofstra) and player of the year Richard Congo (Drexel).... Delaware was the only team of the nine in the league to place no one on the first, second, or All-Rookie teams...

HEN FORWARD BRIAN ANGIELSKI challenges Drexel's Mike Mitchell in Delaware's season-ending loss in the ECC tournament Thursday.

DeWalt finds NCAA's awesome

In a stuffy stadium, with 10-12,000 spectators watching with anxious contempt, the awestruck Dave DeWalt walked on to the mat to meet his match.

He didn't win and he didn't even wrestle his best match but he did compete with the most respected and talented wrestlers in the nation.

The competition began Thursday afternoon. Eight mats were in use at all times with 34 wrestlers participating in each weight class.

DeWalt, competing third from the last, at 177 pounds, had ample time for anticipation and contemplation.

It was a two and a half hour lapse before he took to the mat, a time element which took physical as well as emotional tolls.

"When I went out onto the mats I was already exhausted," DeWalt said. "I actually felt out of shape."

Despite his preoccupations and concern with the overwhelming and intimidating crowd, DeWalt held his own with the number 12 seed and nationally ranked Missouri Tiger, Mark Coty.

"Dave wrestled someone very much like himself," said Head Coach Paul Billy. "He didn't realize 'til the third period that he could beat him."

The two wrestlers were pretty evenly matched up size and build wise as they addressed the mats, but the over-riding factor came down to who had the most confidence and experience in national competition. Consequently DeWalt's apprehensions and delayed reactions were costly.

"I was so nervous I froze up," he said. "At least I learned some things. I know that I can do it if I just keep my head."

This year's NCAA competition will therefore be chalking up experience for the sophomore Hen and with two years to go it's not a bad trade-off.

"I think that you have to go there (nationals) once just to see what it's all about before you can go and compete."

The experience that DeWalt has acquired in competing with this caliber of wrestling has helped him set some long term goals and anxiously look forward to next year's season.
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